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A B S T R A C T

We aimed to describe the SARS-CoV-2 lineages circulating early pandemic among samples with S gene drop-
out and characterize the receptor-binding domain (RBD) of viral spike protein. Adults and children older
than 2 months with signs and symptoms of COVID-19 were prospectively enrolled from May to October in
Porto Alegre, Brazil. All participants performed RT-PCR assay, and samples with S gene dropout and cycle
threshold < 30 were submitted to high-throughput sequencing (HTS). 484 out of 1,557 participants tested
positive for SARS-CoV-2. The S gene dropout was detected in 7.4% (36/484) and a peak was observed in
August. The B.1.1.28, B.1.91 and B.1.1.33 lineages were circulating in early pandemic. The RBD novel muta-
tion (Y380Q) was found in one sample occurring simultaneously with C379W and V395A, and the B.1.91
lineage in the spike protein. The Y380Q and C379Wmay interfere with the binding of neutralizing antibodies
(CR3022, EY6A, H014, S304).

© 2022 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

SARS-CoV-2 is a single RNA-stranded virus with high mutation
rates. Strategies to mitigate the pandemic include the knowledge of
its viral genome and expected mutations. These features could
impact disease severity, virus transmission, and vaccine strategies
(Anichini et al., 2021; Awadasseid et al., 2021). As the COVID-19 pan-
demic evolves, there has been concern about the emergence of new
SARS-CoV-2 mutations in the receptor binding domain (RBD) from
the S region, due to probable effects on both virus transmissibility
and the generation of escape mutants from antibodies previously
formed to heterologous lineages and vaccines (Vilar and Isom, 2020).

Genetic alterations in the RBD of SARS-CoV-2 may improve the
affinity of the virus to binding host cells, possibly increasing trans-
mission rates (Korber et al., 2020; Yurkovetskiy et al., 2020) and mak-
ing this region a key target for potential therapies and diagnosis
(Wrapp et al., 2020). COVID-19 molecular diagnostic tests directed to
the S gene use it as one of the RT-PCR multiple target-regions.
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2. Objectives

Our aim was to measure the prevalence of the S dropout and char-
acterize the SARS-CoV-2 mutations in the RBD region in a cohort dur-
ing the early pandemic.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Participants’ selection

A prospective cohort study enrolled adults and children seeking
care at emergency rooms, outpatient clinics, or hospitalized in gen-
eral wards or intensive care units (ICU) at Hospital Moinhos de Vento
and Hospital Restinga e Extremo Sul, in Porto Alegre, Brazil. From
May to early October 2020 were included participants presenting
signs or symptoms suggestive of COVID-19 (cough, fever, or sore
throat). The key exclusion criteria was a negative SARS-CoV-2 RT-
PCR result or failure to sample collection. The study was performed
in accordance with the Decree 466/12 of the National Health Council
(Ministerio da Saude, 2021) and Clinical Practice Guidelines, after
approval by the Hospital Moinhos de Vento IRB n° 4.637.933. All par-
ticipants included in this study provided written informed consent.

3.2. SARS-CoV-2 detection and sequencing

All participants performed qualitative RT-PCR assay (TaqManTM
2019-nCoV Kit v1, catalog number A47532, ThermoFisher Scientific,
Pleasanton, California, EUA) to SARS-CoV-2 detection as described
elsewhere (Polese-Bonatto et al., 2021). Additionally, S gene dropout
samples with cycle threshold less than 30 (Ct < 30.0) were submitted
to high-throughput sequencing (HTS) using the Illumina MiSeq. RNA
was extracted from naso-oropharyngeal swab samples and the
reverse transcription reaction was performed using SuperScript IV
reverse transcriptase kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA). Libraries were prepared using QIAseq SARS-CoV-2 Primer Panel
and QIAseq FX DNA Library UDI kit, according to the manufacturer
instructions (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The QIAseq SARS-CoV-2
Primer Panel contains a PCR primer set for whole genome amplifica-
tion of SARS-CoV-2 whose primer sequences were based on the
ARTIC network nCov-2019. A pool of all of the normalized libraries
was prepared and diluted to a final concentration of 8pM and
sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform using the MiSeq Reagent
kit v3 600 cycles (Illumina). FASTQ reads were imported to Geneious
Prime, trimmed (BBDuk 37.25), and mapped against the reference
sequence hCoV-19/Wuhan/WIV04/2019 (EPI_ISL_402124) available
in EpiCoV database from GISAID (GISAID - Initiative, 2021). Complete
genome alignment was performed with the sequences generated. 59
Brazilian SARS-CoV-2 complete genomes and the reference sequence
(EPI_ISL_402124) (>29 kb) were retrieved from the GISAID database
using Clustal Omega. Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic analysis was
applied under the General Time Reversible model allowing for a pro-
portion of invariable sites and substitution rates in Mega X applying
200 replicates and 1000 bootstrap.

3.3. Co-localization of Y380Q with B and T-cell epitopes

3.3.1. B-cell epitopes
Wild type (Y380) and mutated spike protein sequences (Q380)

were submitted to Bepipred 1.0 and 2.0 to detect putative humoral
epitopes through HMMs and Random forest algorithms
(Jespersen et al., 2017; Larsen et al., 2006). To increase sensitivity we
set a threshold of -0.2 (Bepipred 1.0) and 0.45 (Bepipred 2.0).

3.3.2. T-cell epitopes
The search in Immune Epitope Database (IEDB) considered T-cells

epitopes for SARS-CoV-2 spike protein (region of 10 residues flanking
the Y380Q) with 70% similarity in BLAST. Potential binder sequences
of representative supertypes MHC-I alleles (HLA-A*01:01, HLA-
A*02:01, HLA-A*03:01, HLA-A*24:02, HLA-A*26:01, HLA-B*07:02,
HLA-B*08:01, HLA-B*27:05, HLA-B*39:01, HLA-B*40-01, HLA-
B*58:01, HLA-B*15:01) were predicted by NetMHCPan-4.1
(O’Donnell et al., 2020; Reynisson et al., 2020).

3.4. Structural modifications and their impact on B and T-cells epitopes
recognition

3.4.1. Homology modeling
The wild type SARS-CoV-2 surface glycoprotein sequence (NCBI

accession number: YP_009724390) was submitted to BLAST and
SwissModel tools. Template crystal candidates were evaluated by the
GMQE, QMEAN, Z-score, and residues distribution in the Ramachan-
dran plot, using ERRAT, PROCHECK, PDBsum, ModFold, SwissModel
(Benkert et al., 2011; Laskowski et al., 1996; Laskowski et al., 1997;
Waterhouse et al., 2018). Protein Data Bank (PDB) 7CWL (3.8A

�
) was

chosen for the approach. Phyre-2 software was employed to homol-
ogy modeling using the expert mode (one-to-one threading job) for
constructing models based on wild protein (P0DTC2) and mutated
sequences (Kelley et al., 2015).

3.4.2. Physicochemical properties
Electrostatic potential (EP) was verified through Delphi web

server calculations and PIPSA (Richter et al., 2008; Sarkar et al.,
2013). Residue exposure characteristics (hydrophobicity and the
Accessible Solvent Surface Area - aSAS) were estimated using the Chi-
mera interface (Pettersen et al., 2004).

3.4.3. Antibodies interaction
Crystal complexes of the RBD region with antibodies were recov-

ered from PDB. The LigPlot program was applied to infer protein-
antibody interaction sites (Wallace et al., 1995). Hydrogen-bonds (H-
bonds) inferences among the RBD domain and antibodies were calcu-
lated in the Chimera interface.

3.5. Statistical analysis

Data normality assumptions were verified for continuous varia-
bles, and median values and interquartile ranges (IQR) were calcu-
lated. Pearson's Chi-square test was used to evaluate proportions
between the identified and undetermined results from S gene target,
on the epidemiological week; Fisher’s exact test was used to compare
the frequencies of S dropout considering outpatient and inpatient
populations. All analyses were performed in R 3.5.0 statistical soft-
ware.

4. Results

A total of 1557 participants were screened and 484 were detected
positive for SARS-CoV-2 (Supplementary Fig. 1). Of these, 98 (20.2%)
subjects were hospitalized and 386 (79.8%) were seen as outpatients
only.

S dropout was characterized as undetermined RT-PCR values for
the S gene target, and detected values for ORF1ab and N target probes.
We observed a total S dropout of 36 of 484 (7.4%), while ORF1ab and
N gene targets showed no dropout (Fig. 1). Additionally, an increase
in frequency of undetermined results of the S gene target was identi-
fied on 10th August week with 8 of 26 dropouts (30.8%, P = 0.007). No
differences were observed for other epidemiological weeks. S gene
dropout was detected in 12 of 98 hospitalized subjects (12.2%),
whereas for outpatients the frequency was 24 of 386 (6.2%) with an
OR (95% CI) of 2.10 (0.92-4.57, P = 0.052).

All samples with S gene dropout eligible for sequencing were from
adults, and 24 of 36 were submitted toWSG. Eight high-quality SARS-



Fig. 1. Prevalence of S dropout profile from May to October 2020. (A) Number of positive RT-PCR assays, blue columns represent the raw counts of positive assays identified by S
gene target and red columns the raw counts of S dropout (characterized as undetected RT-PCR by S, and detected by ORF1ab and N gene targets). (B) Percentage of S dropout over
epidemiological week with an increase of undetermined results of the S gene target on the 10th August week, (8/26, 30.8%, P = 0.007). (Color version of figure is available online.)
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CoV-2 whole-genome sequences were recovered (GISAID accession
numbers: EPI_ISL_1799498, EPI_ISL_1799499, EPI_ISL_1799501,
EPI_ISL_1799502, EPI_ISL_1823203, EPI_ISL_1799504, EPI_-
ISL_1799505, EPI_ISL_1799507). The other 16 samples were not ana-
lyzed, due to the low quality reads and/or low genome coverage.
According to the Pangolin COVID-19 Lineage Assigner tool (cov-line-
ages/pangolin, 2021) three different lineages were detected: B.1.1.28,
B.1.91 and B.1.1.33. Phylogenetic tree corroborated previous results,
as shown in Fig. 2. Spike protein mutations and INDELs were found,
including one mutation (Y380Q) that have never been reported
(Table 1).

Median age of the eight sequenced participants was 64.0 years
(IQR 39.6-69.3), 75.0% (6/8) were male, and the median days of symp-
toms onset to inclusion was 7.5 (IQR 2.0-10.0). The most commonly
reported symptoms were chills and appetite loss (75.0%), cough, mal-
aise and myalgia (62.5%), and fever (50.0%). Six out of eight partici-
pants (75.0%) were hospitalized, 5 (62.5%) required only
supplemental oxygen, 3 (37.5%) were admitted to ICU, 2 (25.0%)
required mechanical ventilation, and one participant died (1/8,
12.5%). The participant that presented the novel Y380Q mutation was
hospitalized for 18 days, including 8 days in ICU, requiring the use of
mechanical ventilation.

Wild C379 and Y380 residues of the RBD region were predicted as
part of B-cell epitopes in the Bepipred 1.0 and 2.0, even after the
amino acid substitutions. NetMHCpan4.1 returns seven binding
sequences involving these sites, and two of them were also described
as epitopes in the IEDB positive T-cell assays: SASFSTFKCY (for HLA-
A*01:01 allele) and KCYGVSPTK (for HLA-A*03:01 allele). The wild
sequence (SASFSTFKCY), predicted as a weak binder, turns to a non-
binder when mutated (SASFSTFKWQ). The wild strong binder
sequence (KCYGVSPTK) turns into a weak binder (KWQGVSPTK).

Location of identified mutations in the spike protein is depicted in
Fig. 3A. Structural analysis revealed EP modifications (orange rectan-
gle, Fig. 3B) on the LMM52630 models (which includes the B.1.91
lineage model only, and the B.1.91 lineage associated with the RBD
substitutions: C379W, V395A and non-reported Y380Q, found exclu-
sively in this participant) compared to the ancestral monomer
sequence model. Greater modifications in electrostatic distance
(ED = 0.18) are due to the mutations in the B.1.91 lineage (G614 and
Y839). Additionally, mutations in RBD presented similar ED = 0.18,
shown in the epogram analysis (color bars in Fig. 3B). These results
can be even more evident examining the surface distribution
charges: the D614 and D839 wild residues are negatively charged
(red pattern, Fig. 3B) and this pattern is disrupted in G614 and Y839
mutated residues; while the surface EP distribution and models con-
formation show more discreet modifications for the RBD region var-
iants.

Amino acid substitutions revealed alterations in hydrophobicity,
either by changing the direction of this property (from hydrophobic
to hydrophilic and vice versa) or even its intensity. In a general way,
substitutions observed in the B.1.91 lineage turn their regions to
more hydrophobic, while the RBD mutations to more hydrophilic,
denoted by negative and positive values (blue rectangle, Fig. 3B) con-
sidering hydrophilic and hydrophobic patterns, respectively. Substi-
tutions from wild residues D614 (-3.5) and D839 (-3.5) to G614 (-0.4)
and Y839 (-1.3) incremented the hydrophobicity in B.1.91 lineage,
while the substitution of Y380 (-1.3) and V395 (4.2) to Q380 (-3.5)
and A395 (1.8) reduced this property. The C379W mutation changed
the direction from highly hydrophobic (2.5) to hydrophilic (-0.9).
Altered residues in the RBD region, especially the C379W and Y380Q
mutations, are located close to each other and likely gain strength,
thus providing an overall shift to hydrophilic profile. The changing
potential of these two close mutations induced to the buried A395 a
more hydrophilic profile when compared to the ancestor (from 4.2 to
1.8).

A structural investigation of more than 20 crystals of viral spike
protein from PDB, revealed that the mutations C379W, Y380Q and
V395A are in a contact area complexed with antibodies in the RBD
region. And four crystals that presented Fab antibodies (fragment
antigen-binding) are in contact with 379 and 380 RBD residues.
Fig. 4B exhibits the CR3022 human antibody complexed with the
RBD region in contact with mutation sites. We observed the same
when evaluating the S2H97, EY6A and S304 antibodies. H-bonds are
important non-covalent interaction forces which can assist in protein



Fig. 2. SARS-CoV-2 complete genome phylogenetic tree. The Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic analysis under General Time Reversible allows a proportion of invariable sites, and
the substitution rates were inferred empirically in MEGAX web server applying 200 replicates and 1000 bootstrap.
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residue bindings, especially in stabilizing antibody-antigen interac-
tions (Miyanabe et al., 2018). Mutated Q380 residue leads to an H-
bond disruption observed previously between the wild Y380 with
the S99 residue of the CR3022 neutralizing antibody. While the
W379 alteration disables the previous H-bond between the wild
C379 with T94 residue of the EY6A neutralizing antibody. Mutated
W379 also affects the H-bond neighboring of the G381 with Y92
residue of EY6A antibody. RBD-antibody interaction sites are shown
in Supplementary Table 1.

5. Discussion

Our results suggest that SARS-CoV-2 S gene dropouts were pres-
ent in the community as early as in the beginning of the pandemic in



Table 1
The consensus and additional mutations, and INDELs observed in the amino acid sequences from eight SARS-CoV-2 infected subjects. Underlined, the novel RBD spike protein
mutation.

ID Lineage Consensus mutations of lineages Additional mutations INDELS Sex Age Date of sample collection

LMM52630 B.1.91 D614G, D839Y C379W, Y380Q, V395A del:ORF7b:27795:3 Male 66.0 2020-06-24
LMM52636 B.1.1.28 D614G, V1176F - - Male 68.5 2020-07-28
LMM52637 B.1.91 G232A, D614G, D839Y, Y1272F - - Male 71.7 2020-07-30
LMM52641 B.1.1.33 D614G T76I, K77N, R78M, F133S - Male 84.6 2020-08-25
LMM52642 B.1.1.33 D614G - del:ORF1ab:686:9 Female 62.0 2020-08-26
LMM52647 B.1.1.33 D614G F133S - Female 36.1 2020-08-10
LMM52648 B.1.1.28 D614G, T768N, V1176F - - Male 39.6 2020-08-10
LMM52649 B.1.1.33 D614G - - Male 39.4 2020-08-12

Fig. 3. Physicochemical modifications of mutations in the B.1.91 lineage and RBD region (C379W, Y380Q, V395A). (A) The PDB 7CWL crystal with the model generated for the spike
protein monomer is detached in pink. Variants' positions at the tridimensional structure surface are highlighted in red. The neighbor residues C379 and Y380 are depicted together,
while the V395* is buried and not perceptible at the surface. Both regions (D614 and D839) of the B.1.91 lineage are in exposure regions of the spike protein surface. (B) The SARS-
COV-2 ancestor lineage (represented by C379, Y380, V395, D614 and D839 residues) was compared to the G614 and Y839 residues of the B.1.91 variant of concern (VOC), and to
the mutations presented by the LMM52630 subject (namely: G614 and Y839 of B.1.91 lineage, in addition toW379, Q380 and A395 from RBD residues) considering the electrostatic
potential (EP) (orange rectangle) and hydrophobicity (blue rectangle) properties. The epogram (color bars) presents the electrostatic distances (ED) of the mutated models com-
pared to the wild type (ancestor). Both models (B.1.91 lineage and RBD mutations) are similar with ED = 0.18, and diverging from the ancestor. Below of the epogram, are shown
the divergences on electrostatic surface distribution, considering the wild and mutated residues. The color scale is represented by a variation from red (more electronegative resi-
dues, -5) to blue (more electropositive, +5) passing through neutral (white, 0). The hydrophobicity scale varies from more hydrophobic residues (represented in magenta, positive
values) to more hydrophilic (in blue, negative values). PDB = Protein Data Bank; RBD = Receptor binding domain; WT =Wild type. (Color version of figure is available online.)
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Southern Brazil. Further, a new mutation (Y380Q) was identified, and
with C379W modify important properties in the RBD region, which
may interfere with the binding of the CR3022, EY6A, H014, S304 neu-
tralizing antibodies (NAbs).

S gene dropout has been found strongly associated with a six-
nucleotide deletion resulting in the loss of two amino acids: H69 and
V70. Despite the HTS, we could not directly link the S dropout to spe-
cific viral mutations. This result may be due to the small sample size
submitted to sequencing. Though, we found the presence of three dif-
ferent lineages B.1.1.28, B.1.91 and B.1.1.33. Additionally, the Y380Q
mutation was identified in the S gene, and thus could be associated
with the natural history of virus evolution.

It is well known that modifications in the EP and hydrophobicity
distribution may interfere in protein-protein interaction. Interface
regions are usually composed of residues presenting opposite
charges and hydrophobic pairs, where small changes on these prop-
erties, in important functional sites, may impact canonical interac-
tions (Yan et al., 2008). NAbs are fundamental elements of the
immune system against viral infections (Dong et al., 2020), and the
H-bonds of wild C379 and Y380 residues with the S304, CR3022,
S2H97 and EY6A NAbs reinforce the importance of these regions.
Therefore, the H-bond disruptions observed in W379 and Q380 sub-
stitutions plus the alteration in hydrophobicity disfavor the RBD-
antibodies interactions. As the C379 residue is part of one (1/4) disul-
fide bonds in the RBD region (C379-C432) its disruption could gener-
ate instability since it contributes to b sheet conformation
maintenance (Lan et al., 2020).

A previous study reported that the C379 and Y380 residues are
part of an epitope for H014 antibody, which could sterically compete
with the ACE2 host molecule for the RBD interaction (Verkhivker and
Di, 2021). It also reported an overlap among the binding epitopes for
the H014 and CR3022 antibodies. The CR3022 monoclonal antibody
neutralizes the RBD region of SARS-CoV-2, disrupts the prefusion
spike conformation, and also competes sterically with ACE2
(Huo et al., 2020) without physically blocking it (Yu et al., 2020). The
recently described S2H97 is a potential NAb (Starr et al., 2021) that
exhibits a notable tight binding even with divergent RBD regions
from other Sarbecoviruses. Other SARS-CoV-2 NAbs that bind to the

pdb:7CWL


Fig. 4. RBD mutation regions of the LMM52630 subject in contact with neutralizing antibodies. (A) The comparison of the mutated sequences with the wild type. Below, the struc-
tural model with the selected residues, depicted (red color) for wild and mutated RBD region. The model of the monomer was obtained from the 7CWL PDB structure. (B) The con-
tact region among the RBD (pink), the Fab CR3022 neutralizing antibody (light and heavy chains, represented in blue and green colors, respectively) and the residues C379 and
Y380 (red). (C) The same RBD region contacting the neutralizing antibody EY6A (the light chain in purple and heavy in grey). RBD = Receptor binding domain; WT = Wild type.
(Color version of figure is available online.)
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RBD were also described as non-overlapping with the ACE2 binding
site (Barnes et al., 2020).

This study has some limitations. The small sample size in which
HTS was feasible may limit any conclusion about the clinical severity
related to the mutations found. Moreover, individuals were enrolled
in a single city in Southern Brazil, which may limit the generality of
our findings. Nonetheless, despite such limitations, a novel mutation
(Y380Q) in the RBD region of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein was
described. Analysis based on crystal structures reinforces the impor-
tance of the Y380 and C379 residues in the NAbs binding, and thus
mutations in these regions may affect the interaction effectiveness
between the NAbs and SARS-CoV-2 protein, as inferred by computa-
tional analysis.

Our findings indicate that SARS-CoV-2 variants were circulating
quite early in the community. A possible role of the new described
mutation with clinical severity can be speculated, but further studies
are needed to confirm this hypothesis. Studies assessing mutations
and their relation to prognosis are necessary, and also to evaluate
vaccine effectiveness in a challenging scenery that is continuously
changing.
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